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A palatial crystal chandelier suspends within the Space Needle Lounge. This impressive 
ring chandelier spanning 132”/3362mm in diameter features a lavish display of crystals 
each at 18”/457mm in height. Completing this polished design is an antique brass plate 
that houses recessed downlights for additional illumination. Picking up on the brass hue 
and amber lights within, this custom chandelier transforms its crystals into an elegant 
display of cognac opulence. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
132”/3362mm DIA x 58”/1473mm H
96 x E12 7W MAX, 2700K LED
16 x GU10 7W MAX, 2700K, Downlight

An expansive 11-head pendant lights the Möet 
& Chandon Impérial Lounge. Composed of 
real brass, the rich hue is complemented by 
the burnt orange leather wrapped shades that 
house COB LED.  

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Each shade is 10.31”/262mm in diameter and 
houses one 5W COB LED. The lamp has a total 
height of 30”/763mm and the arms extend to a 
total length of 232.63/5909mm.

Oversized torchieres line 
the gorgeous dining area 
of the Möet & Chandon 
Impérial Lounge. Standing 
at impressive heights, the 
largest being 63”/1608mm, 
these grand fixtures were 
custom engineered to 
branch out and support a 
large glass shade at each 
end. The frame is composed 
of antique brass along 
with hydrographic wood 
which is extremely durable, 
presenting the most 
realistic genuine wood grain 
patterns in the market.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Single-armed torchiere: 
36.25”/921mm H x 
50”/1270mm W 

Double-armed torchiere: 
57.63”/1464mm H x 
83.88”/2130mm W 

Triple-armed torchiere: 
63.31”/1608mm H x 
96.19”/2443.16mm W 

Suspended above the 
Pitchbook Suites, glass 
domes feature a unique 
layering of textures, 
matched to specific opacity 
percentages. The inner 
dome sits at 50% opacity, 
the middle dome at 20% 
opacity, and the outer dome 
remains 100% clear. This 
adds dimension and a clean 
elegance to an otherwise 
simple form. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
The fixture is 20”/508mm 
in diameter which houses 
two smaller 12”/305mm and 
16”/406mm domes within. 

Continuing a similar style, 
dome pendants are affixed to 
an existing finished surface, 
edging the bar in the Mount 
Baker Hall. The stems are 
composed of blackened steel 
and antique brass which 
suspend a clear seeded glass 
dome below.  

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Each metal stem is 
58.38”/1482mm long, with 
blackened steel screws for BX 
cable access. The clear seeded 
glass shade below houses 5W 
COB with dimming capabilites. 



Creating individual narratives, 
the Rockwell Group crafted a 
unique experience for the interior 
of the arena. Starting from the 
conceptual stage with curated 
sketches, technical drawings, and 
premium materials, VISO was 
trusted by the Rockwell Group 
to provide superior illuminated 
custom solutions to furnish the 
arena and its premium spaces. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Available in small, medium, and large, each of 
these fixtures are installed as single pendants and 
as clustered groupings within each size class. 
The small pendant shade is 24”/610mm in 
diameter and 49”/1245mm tall. The medium 
pendant shade, with the same diameter as the 
small pendant, is 67”/1702mm in height. Lastly, the 
large pendant shade is 34.25”/870mm in diameter 
and 75”/1905mm tall. 

All these light fixtures incorporate RGBW color 
changing lamps and DMX controls for full 
customization options. 
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VISO Inc., highly acclaimed for its custom capabilities, continues to provide 
exceptional designs for commercial properties. Rockwell Group, a prestigious 
interdisciplinary firm, selected VISO to design, engineer and manufacture custom 
decorative lighting solutions for the Climate Pledge Arena (formerly known as 
KeyArena). This multi-purpose, 74-acre entertainment complex located north of 
Downtown Seattle is home to 200 events that take place annually. 

Oversized, grand wall sconces sit 
at 66” tall with industrial design 
elements to complement the exposed 
pipework that is displayed in the 
Symetra Club area.   

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
The large wall sconce is 66”/1676mm 
in height and 6”/152mm wide. 

Linear pendants of blackened steel 
frame the countertops of the Symetra 
Club area. This strong geometric 
structure draws beautiful lines across 
and highlight a robust design. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
These linear pendants are 
144”/3658mm in length and 
146”/3708mm in height. 

For further illumination in the 
Symetra Club area, oversized 
t-shaped wall sconces light the 
bar tables that line the hallway. 
This impressive structure 
supports one blackened mesh 
drum for a single-armed 
sconce or two blackened 
mesh drums for the double-
armed sconce. Each of these 
colossal drums, sitting at 34” 
in diameter, still offer an airy 
quality due to its mesh frame. 

S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Single-armed sconce: 
102.99”/2616mm L x 
66.28”/1683.50mm H 

Double-armed sconce: 
103.15”/2620mm L x 
94.49”/2400mm W x 
66.28”/1683.50mm H  
Angle between double-arm: 36°


